OKDIA AGM 2021
Webmasters Report
Hello all,
I'll keep this quite short.
Due to the pandemic not much happened in regards to event pages for Worlds and Europeans.
The main work was on the calendar trying to keep up with cancellations and changing dates.
For the bigger events like Lake Garda I tried to keep everyone informed via Twitter on a daily
basis.
As hopefully many have found useful, I keep a calendar of events for all events I have information
about on the website. This includes links, driving directions for 3 Google Maps, Apple Maps and
Here Maps and other information.
Unfortunately hardly any organiser or national association keeps me informed about events, so I
have to find the time to search it all up for all nations. so in order to keep the calendar and results
up to date, it would be great of organisers and national associations would send me the calendar
and changes as well as links to results, so I could keep the website more up to date.
News are generally tweeted first. When information is on the website, it is also published via RSS
- the RSS channel is also listed on Apple News for the people in english speaking countries.
I'm also working on a few changes, both of the main website and on the boats database.
So for 2022 I would ask you all to please send me your countries Calendar, including either
geolocation (Lat/Long) or address of the club for the driving directions.
And also to send me short (tweet long) daily reports and final results of events so I can publish
them.
A few statistics of the website:
okdia.org:
17.000 visitors this year, with 56200 page views
rules.okdinghy.org
10000 visitors this year with 26500 page views
2022.okworlds.org (Sweden):
3600 individuals this year, will likely go up a lot soon
Regards and stay healthy,
Peter Scheuerl

